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50% is used for prizes
15% goes to platform/oracle costs 
Up to 15% goes to the client/hosting partner 
10% is used for jackpot treasury, which increases jackpot with each batch
10% goes to a staking contract for Scratchy's revenue sharing model

Ticket Sales 
Scratchy NFT's will have two sale prices. 0.1 BNB and 0.3 BNB.  

BNB from ticket sales will go to prizes, jackpot treasury, buying back the hosting platform's native assets,
paying for Chainlink's VRF2 service for trustless randomization of prizes, and revenue sharing with stakers!

How Scratchy NFT's Works 

When a prize is claimed, the NFT ticket is burnt.
Alternatively, players can stake their Scratchy NFT in
the revenue sharing pool where you will earn a share of
all BNB used to buy tickets across all platforms hosting
the Scratchy model. Once a ticket is staked you can no
longer claim it's associated prize.

Given tickets are burnt when a prize is claimed, the majority
of the revenue sharing staking pool will be made up of
tickets which did not win a prize or people who decided to
forfeit a lower tier prize in exchange for a share ownership in
the protocol through the revenue sharing staking pool.   This
means whether you win a prize or not, there is always a path
to profit in our system.

Winning Scratchy NFT's: Non winning tickets:



Each NFT represents a contract that determines the amount of revenue you will earn through
staking. 

NFT Time Decay
To prevent the staking pool from being diluted, the multiplier associated with any given Scratchy NFT will
decrease over time. Each Scratchy NFT ticket will only earn rewards for a set period of time.  

This ensures it is always attractive for new investors to join the rewards pool and supports continued demand
for new Scratchy NFT's with fresh multipliers. 

Scratchy's revenue share staking pool is designed to scale up as the platform grows. 

NFT Multiplier
The price you pay for a Scratchy NFT ticket will determine the multiplier. This impacts
your earnings as a share of the dividend pool. Higher priced Scratchy NFT tickets have a
higher multiplier.

Earning Scratchy NFT Platform Rewards  
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Scratchy's Simple Interface and Sample Tickets



Branding & White Label Service
Suited for DeFi platforms and large influencers who want to start their own ticket brand,
online casino and more!  The platform does not need it's own native assets to benefit from
hosting our protocol.

Scratchy’s provides a fully flexible white label service. Hosting platforms and influencers are
able to have bespoke platform themes and prizes.

Host2Earn
Hosting Scratchy can earn you up to 15% of all BNB used to by tickets on your platform!

Up to 15% Of the ticket sales fees on your platform are
are used to buy back native assets. This can be used as a
revenue stream, burn mechanic, reward mechanic, etc. 

A share of the BNB can be used as a revenue stream for
influencers that want to create a new brand, or established
brands who want to add the service to their platform.

For hosting partners with native assets: For platforms without native assets:

Scratchy’s Affiliate Structure 
Scratchy’s affiliate marketing structure allows intermediaries who assist with hosting Scratchy’s
products on third-party platforms to earn a percentage (0.2%) of all BNB generated from the sale of
tickets on the affiliate's platform 

Scratchy's Branding and Promotion Opportunities  
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